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Magnetic structure of thin films of FexMn1Àx on Cu„100…ÕCo
by the fully relativistic screened KKR method
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The fully relativistic screened Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker method is used to discuss the electronic structure
and magnetic properties of FexMn12x overlayers on Cu~100!/Co. It is found that in this system, energetically
low-lying antiferromagnetic configurations most likely are the cause for the experimentally observed antifer-
romagnetism. In all cases investigated, the ground state corresponds to the~in-plane! ferromagnetic configu-
ration; the FexMn12x overlayers do carry a small~concentration averaged! magnetic moment. In very good
agreement with experiment, two overlayer thicknesses, namely, at 3 and 10 ML, are traced, at which either this
moment nearly vanishes~3 ML! or different types of antiferromagnetic configurations apply~10 ML!.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Antiferromagnetic/ferromagnetic heterostructures turn
out in the past to be of considerable interest because
possible applications in spin valve systems. Since in
bulk phase, fcc Fe50Mn50 is antiferromagnetic and of nearl
the same lattice spacing as fcc Cu, with a rather small m
as far as the interlayer distance is concerned, for Co o
layers on Cu~100!, a combination of these three ingredien
~Cu, Co, and Fe50Mn50) in one system seems to be idea
suited for the search of new properties. As usual, once th
partial systems are combined in a multilayer system,
tually none of the characteristic bulk features seems
apply. Recent experimental investigations1–4 of the system
Cu(100)/Co/Fe50Mn50 revealed rather puzzling results: o
the one hand typical features of antiferromagnetism, suc
critical temperatures at which antiferromagnetism dis
pears, were found. At 10 ML Fe50Mn50 thickness, this critical
temperature equals room temperature. On the other h
ferromagnetic moments of Fe and Mn were also traced.
therefore quite tempting to discuss these findings using aab
initio approach.

In the present paper, first the theoretical and compu
tional details are briefly summarized, followed by a pres
tation of the results. In the following section, the main a
pects of the experimental investigations are then review
0163-1829/2003/67~5!/054418~9!/$20.00 67 0544
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and related to the theoretical results. The conclusion o
again stresses the importance of the investigated system
the close relationship between theory and experiment.

II. THEORETICAL AND COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

The fully relativistic spin-polarized screened Korring
Kohn-Rostoker method for layered systems5 is applied
within the framework of the coherent-potential approxim
tion6 in order to calculate the electronic structure and m
netic properties of FexMn12x overlayers on Cu(100)/Co6. In
all calculations, an fcc parent lattice7 is assumed with a lat-
tice spacinga0 of 6.8309 a.u.~bulk fcc Cu!, i.e., no layer
relaxation is considered, and six Cu layers serve as buffe
the semi-infinite Cu substrate. In order to determine s
consistently within the local-density approximation8 the ef-
fective potentials and effective exchange fields, a minim
of 45 ki points in the irreducible wedge of the surface br
louin zone ~ISBZ! is used. All self-consistent calculation
refer to a ferromagnetic~parallel! configurationC0 with the
orientation of the magnetization pointing along the surfa
normal. In the present study, only collinear magnetic co
figurations are considered.

Let DE(Ci) denote5 the energy difference of a particula
magnetic configurationCi with respect to the reference con
figurationC0,
©2003 The American Physical Society18-1
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DE~Ci !5E~Ci !2E~C0!, ~1!

whereE(Ci) andE(C0) refer to grand potentials atT50. If
ca

p denotes the respective concentrations of the constitu
A and B in layer p, then in terms of the~inhomogeneous!
CPA for layered systems,6 DE(Ci) is given by

DE~Ci !5 (
p51

N

DEp~Ci !5 (
p51

N

(
a5A,B

ca
pDEa

p~Ci !, ~2!

Ea
p~Ci !5E

eb

eF
na

p~e;Ci !~e2eF!de, ~3!

where N is the total number of layers considered, t
na

p(e;Ci) are component and layer projected density of sta
corresponding to the magnetic configurationCi , eb denotes
the bottom of the valence band, andeF is the Fermi energy
of the ~nonmagnetic! substrate.

If in a similar manner for a particular magnetic config
rationCi ma

p(Ci) denotes the magnetic moment of constitue
a in layer p, then the layer-resolved concentration-averag
moments are given by5

^mp~Ci !&5 (
a5A,B

ca
pma

p~Ci !. ~4!

Furthermore, since experimentally layer-resolved magn
moments cannot be recorded, it is perhaps useful to de
layer- and concentration-averaged moments as follows:

^M ~Ci !&5
1

n (
p51

n

^mp~Ci !&, ~5!

wheren is restricted to the number of FexMn12x overlayers,
since—as will be shown—by including also the Co laye
simply an averaged moment per Co layer of about 1.654mB
has to be added, provided that the orientation of the mag
tization in at least the first FexMn12x layer is oriented paral-
lel to the Co slab.

If in Eq. ~1! Ci refers to a magnetic configuration in whic
the orientation of the magnetization in all layers is uniform
perpendicular toC0, thenDE(Ci) usually is called the band
energy part of the magnetic anisotropy energy.5 According to
the definition given in Eq.~1!, this implies that

DE~Ci !5H .0, C0 preferred configuration

,0, Ci preferred configuration.
~6!

All energy differences in Eq.~1! are evaluated~at zero tem-
perature! in terms of the magnetic force theorem via an
tegration in the upper half of the complex energy plane alo
a contour that starts at a real energy well below the vale
band and ends at the Fermi energy. For these calculatio
total of 990ki points in the ISBZ is used, which—as wa
shown5 in the case of magnetic anisotropy energies
guarantees well-converged results.
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It should be noted that although layer relaxation is ve
important for the structural properties of the investigat
films, it is of much less importance once energy differenc
between two magnetic configurations, see Eq.~1!, are taken.
One can assume quite safely that for a given sequenc
layers the structural energies due to layer relaxation for
different magnetic configurations are rather similar in valu
and therefore cancel out in the energy difference betw
these two magnetic configurations.

Since in the following presentation of the results quite
few different magnetic configurations are discussed, th
configurations will in general be denoted b
Co:@u#/(FeMn):i @u# j @d#k@p#, meaning that for a total of
n5 i 1 j 1k overlayers of (FexMn12x) on Cu(100)/Co6, the
orientation of the magnetization in the firsti (FexMn12x)
layers is aligned parallel to the one in the Co slab, in
subsequentj layers antiparallel, followed byk layers oriented
perpendicularly. The reference configuration in this termin
ogy is then simply given by Co:@u#/(FeMn):n@u#, meaning
that in all layers the orientation of the magnetization is p
allel to the surface normal.

In most cases the concentrationx is simply 0.5; however,
in a few cases also homogeneous alloys of different conc
trations are considered. Since it cannot be ruled out that
regation~interdiffusion! phenomena occur, this is taken in
account by inhomogeneous alloying such that

1

n (
p51

n

xa
p5

1

2
, ~7!

with a5Fe, Mn, andn being the number of FexMn12x over-
layers.

III. RESULTS

A. Antiparallel magnetic configurations

In Fig. 1, various energy differencesDE(Ci) @see Eq.~1!#
for Cu(100)/Co6 /(Fe0.5Mn0.5)n , n53,4, are shown. As can
be seen from this figure by considering only collinear ma
netic configurations~parallel or antiparallel configurations!,
the energetically lowest antiparallel configuration is quite
bit higher for n53 than forn54. Some of the configura
tions shown in Fig. 1 are considerably higher in energy th
the parallel ~ferromagnetic! ground-state configuration. I
should be noted that in this figure only the magnetic confi
ration in the Fe0.5Mn0.5 film is marked explicitly, the orien-
tation of all layers in the Co slab is simply@u#.

In Fig. 2, the energetically lowest antiparallel configur
tions are displayed versus the number of Fe0.5Mn0.5 overlay-
ers. It is evident that there are two special cases, namely
n53 and forn510, in all other casesDE(Ci) varies only
moderately around 6–7@meV#. There seems to be a regim
of Co:@u#/(FeMn):(n22)@u#2@d# configurations forn,6,
followed by a regime of Co:@u#/(FeMn):(n24)@u#4@d#
configurations for 6<n<9. Beyondn510, the first half of
Fe0.5Mn0.5 overlayers is aligned parallel to the Co slab, t
second half being antiparallel. Clearly enough, asn in-
8-2
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MAGNETIC STRUCTURE OF THIN FILMS OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 054418 ~2003!
creases, the number of antiferromagnetic configurations
creases dramatically. Fortunately, it turned out that fo
givenn, there are only a few energy regimes into which m
of the DE(Ci) fall. The energetically lowestDE(Ci) can
therefore be traced by a simple trial and error procedu
This approach was also used forn510.

How close in energy, for a given number of Fe0.5Mn0.5

overlayers, some of these antiparallel configurations are
be seen from Fig. 3 in which in configurations of the ty
Co:@u#/(FeMn):(n2m)@u#m@d# the number of antiparalle
(Fe0.5Mn0.5), m, is varied. Taking, for example, the case
twelve overlayers,DE(Ci) is almost constant for 2<m
<11. This particular feature seems to apply to alln, but n
53,10. However, while forn510 a completely different
curve is obtained, forn53 the corresponding curve seems
be only slightly out of scale as far as the entry form52 is
concerned. Figure 3 indicates that at a first glance, these
special cases are qualitatively different. It should be no
that in this figure only a characteristic selection of differe
values ofn is shown.

FIG. 1. DE(Ci) for Cu(100)/Cu6 /Co6 /(Fe0.5Mn0.5)n /Vac, n
53 ~top! and 4 ~bottom!. The symbolsu, d, andp, correspond to
parallel, antiparallel, and perpendicular aligments of the magne
tion in a particular~FeMn! layer with the one in the Co slab. Th
lowest antiparallel magnetic configuration is marked by a box.
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In order to pinpoint the peculiarities forn53,10 in Figs.
4–7, layerwise energy differencesDEp(Ci), see Eq.~2!, are
displayed. In Fig. 4, the two energetically lowest antipara
configurations forn53 are compared to each other, see a

a-

FIG. 2. DE(Ci) corresponding to the lowest antiparallel ma
netic configuration in Cu(100)/Cu6 /Co6 /(Fe0.5Mn0.5)n /Vac versus
n, the number of (Fe0.5Mn0.5) layers. The respective magnetic co
figurations in the~FeMn! films are marked explicitly.

FIG. 3. DE(Ci) corresponding to the mag
netic configuration Co:@u#/(FeMn):(n2m)@u#m@d# in Cu(100)/
Cu6 /Co6 /(Fe0.5Mn0.5)n /Vac versusm, the number of antiparalle
(Fe0.5Mn0.5) layers counted from the right, see text. The total nu
ber of Fe0.5Mn0.5 layers,n, is marked explicitly.
8-3
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L. SZUNYOGH et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 054418 ~2003!
Fig. 1. It can be seen that the main contributions toDE(Ci)
arise either from the two layers closest to the~FeMn!/Vac
interface or from the two layers closest to the Co/~FeMn!
interface. In Figs. 5 and 6, layerwise energy differenc
DEp(Ci) are displayed by keeping the configuration fix
and varying the number of Fe0.5Mn0.5 overlayers. In particu-
lar, these two figures show the reasons for the special kin
magnetic configurations, see Fig. 7, that apply forn510:
these are the contributions from the~FeMn!/Vac interface
that have to be accommodated in the interior of
Fe0.5Mn0.5 film in order to minimize the antiparallelDE(Ci).

All energy differencesDE(Ci) are in principle concen-
tration dependent. This is shown in Fig. 8 for Cu(100
Co6 /(FexMn12x)4 by varying the~homogeneous! concentra-
tion x. Only for x>0.5, the magnetic configuratio
Co:@u#/(FeMn):2@u#2@d# is the lowest in energy, forx
,0.5, the configuration with all FexMn12x overlayers
oriented antiparallel to the Co slab becomes almost
stable as the ferromagnetic~parallel! configuration. Since, in
principle, segregation can also occur, in Fig. 9~for the same
overlayer thickness!, the interdiffusion concentrationxd
is varied such that the nominal concentration of Fe a
Mn remains constant, see Eq.~7!. As can be seen again,
different behavior of theDE(Ci) is encountered: for Mn-
enriched Co/~FeMn! interfaces, the magnetic configuratio

FIG. 4. Layer-resolved DE(Ci) for Cu(100)/Cu6 /Co6 /
(Fe0.5Mn0.5)n /Vac, n53. The magnetic configuration is marked e
plicitly, and so are the various contributions toDE(Ci).
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Co:@u#/(FeMn):2@u#2@d# is not only stabilized, it even be
comes the ground-state configuration. This already happ
with an interdiffusion concentrationxd of about 0.45. If,
however, Fe is enriched in this particular interface, then
configuration Co:@u#/(FeMn):3@u#1@d# tends to become
the ground state. For this to happenxd has to assume value
larger than 0.75.

The question then arises whether a~homogeneous! con-
centration dependence of theDE(Ci) changes the peculia
feature discussed above forn510. Figure 10 shows that thi
is not the case. In the vicinity ofx50.5 neither the curve
shown in Fig. 3 is altered substantially with respect tox, nor
do drastic changes occur for the antiparallel magnetic c
figurations lowest in energy. It should be noted that with t
exception of the few cases shown in Figs. 8 and 9 at z
temperature, the ground state always refers to the ferrom
netic ~parallel! configuration, although some of the diffe
ences to the energetically next higher antiparallel configu
tion can be very small indeed, namely, some may amoun

FIG. 5. Layer-resolved DE(Ci) for Cu(100)/Cu6 /Co6 /
(Fe0.5Mn0.5)n/Vac, n59,10,11, corresponding to the magnetic co
figuration Co:@u#/(FeMn):(n25)@u#5@d#. The various contribu-
tions toDE(Ci) are marked explicitly.
8-4
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MAGNETIC STRUCTURE OF THIN FILMS OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 054418 ~2003!
only a few meV, i.e., they are of the order of magnetic~sur-
face! anisotropies.

B. Magnetic moments

In Figs. 11 and 12 the magnetic moments forn53,4 are
displayed in the parallel and a particular antiparallel m
netic configuration. As easily can be seen in this comparis
not only the componentlike magnetic moments in t
Fe0.5Mn0.5 overlayer differ from each other substantially, b
also do the averaged moments. Since in all layers respe
Fe and Mn moments are aligned antiparallel to each ot
the resulting layer-resolved averaged moment is rather sm
From these figures it is evident that the contribution of
Co slab to the layer- and component-averaged magnetic
ment ^M &, see also Eq.~5!, is nearly independent from th
configuration, provided that the orientation of the magneti
tion in at least the first Fe0.5Mn0.5 overlayer is parallel to the
one in the Co slab. As already stated earlier, the contribu
to ^M & per Co layer would be about 1.654mB . Clearly

FIG. 6. Layer-resolved DE(Ci) for Cu(100)/Cu6 /Co6 /
(Fe0.5Mn0.5)n /Vac, n59,10,11, corresponding to the magnetic co
figuration Co:@u#/(FeMn):(n22)@u#2@d#. The various contribu-
tions toDE(Ci) are marked explicitly.
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enough, Figs. 11 and 12 can only serve as illustrations s
for thicker Fe0.5Mn0.5 overlayers, the number of magnet
configurations for which magnetic moments ought to
shown simply increases drastically.

In Fig. 13, concentration averaged-moments, avera
over the number of Fe0.5Mn0.5 overlayers@see Eq.~5!#, are
compiled for the parallel and a particular antiparallel ma
netic configuration, namely Co:@u#/(FeMn):@u#@d#@u#@d#
••• . As can be seen from Fig. 13 forn>4 in the parallel
configuration^M & becomes approximately constant, i.e., o
cillates weakly around 0.3mB , and vanishes between 3 and
ML of Fe0.5Mn0.5. In the chosen antiparallel configuratio
the moment also vanishes between 3 and 4 ML of Fe0.5Mn0.5
and oscillates around20.05mB for larger values ofn. From
Fig. 13, it has to be concluded that at aboutn53, the con-
tributions to the layer-averaged moment from the overla
vanishes, i.e., only the contributions from the Co slab
main.

C. Band energy part of the magnetic anisotropy energy

In Fig. 14, the band energy part of the magnetic anis
ropy energy DE(Ci) is displayed versus the number o

FIG. 7. Layer-resolved DE(Ci) for Cu(100)/Cu6 /
Co6 /(Fe0.5Mn0.5)10/Vac corresponding to the magnetic co
figurations Co:@u#/(FeMn):5@u#2@d#2@u# ~top! and
Co:@u#/(FeMn):4@u#3@d#2@u# ~bottom!. The various contributions
to DE(Ci) are marked explicitly.
8-5
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L. SZUNYOGH et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 054418 ~2003!
Fe0.5Mn0.5 overlayers. As can be seen, this quantity is rat
small and oscillates around 0.015 meV with respect to
number of Fe0.5Mn0.5 overlayers. A layer-resolved represe
tation forn512, see Fig. 15, reveals that the main contrib
tions to DE(Ci) arise from the~FeMn!/Vac interface and
from the Co slab. It should be noted that a positive value
DE(Ci) indicates that a perpendicular orientation of the m
netization for a parallel magnetic configuration is preferr
However, since the band energy part of the magnetic ani
ropy energy is rather very small, the magnetic dipole-dip
interaction ~shape anisotropy! arising mostly from the Co
slab dominates the magnetic anisotropy energy, i.e., puts
preferred orientation of the magnetization in plane.

FIG. 8. Concentration dependentDE(Ci) in Cu(100)/Cu6 /
Co6 /(FexMn12x)4/Vac. The various antiparallel magnetic config
rations investigated are marked explicitly.

FIG. 9. DE(Ci) in Cu(100)/Cu6 /Co6 /
(Fexd

Mn12xd
)(Fe12xd

Mnxd
)(Fe12xd

Mnxd
)(Fexd

Mn12xd
)/Vac versus

the interdiffusion concentrationxd . The various antiparallel mag
netic configurations investigated are marked explicitly.
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IV. DISCUSSION AND COMPARISON TO EXPERIMENT

In Refs. 2 and 3, Offiet al. discussed the structural an
magnetic properties of FexMn12x thin films on Cu~001! and
on Co6 /Cu(001) in terms of experimental investigations4

Quoting them in a compressed manner, they find as struct
properties:~1! full evidence in terms of low-energy electron
diffraction measurements that Fe50Mn50 films keep the ‘‘fcc’’
structure when grown on Cu~001! and on Co/Cu~001!, basi-
cally because the lattice mismatch between bulk Fe50Mn50

and bulk Cu is less than 1%, which seems to apply also
Co/Cu~001! substrate;~2! the growth mode is pseudomo
phic; ~3! even in the initial stage of growth of Fe50Mn50 on
Co/Cu~001!, no superstructures are formed. As far as m
netic properties are concerned, they encountered rather
prising features in measuring hysteresis loops at room t
perature in the longitudinal MOKE geometry:~1! the
coercivity Hc is suddenly increased at about 10 ML
Fe50Mn50; ~2! the remanenceMr shows a rather complicate
behavior with respect to the overlayer thickness by havin
round peak at about 2 ML of Fe50Mn50 and staying approxi-
mately constant for thicknesses between 4 and 9 ML;~3! the
critical temperature at which antiferromagnetic ordering d
appears increases above room temperature for thickne

FIG. 10. Concentration-dependentDE(Ci) in Cu(100)/Cu6 /
Co6 /(FexMn12x)10/Vac. The various antiparallel magneti
configurations investigated and the concentrationx are marked
explicitly.
8-6
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MAGNETIC STRUCTURE OF THIN FILMS OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 054418 ~2003!
beyond 9 ML, at 10 ML it corresponds to about room te
perature;~4! this critical temperature seems to be concen
tion dependent since it is higher for Mn concentrations ab
50%. In terms of photoemission electron microscopy, furth
even more surprising facts were revealed:~1! beyond an
overlayer thickness of 10 ML, suddenly different doma
patterns evolved at room temperature;~2! the ‘‘observed’’ Fe
moments seem to be coupled ferromagnetically to Co, w
the direction of the observed Mn moments depends on
layer sequence;~3! the ferromagnetic signal does not chan
at the critical thicknesses for antiferromagnetic order at ro
temperature, namely, 10 ML;~3! below 3 ML of Fe50Mn50,
the magnetic contrast in recorded Fe images is much stro
than in all other cases investigated. Summed up in a sin
sentence, their experiments provided ‘‘evidence that the con
tact with the Co film induces ferromagnetic moments in
and Mn’’ independent of the thickness of the overlayers.

It seems that whatever these authors collected in te
of experimental evidence is almost exactly reflected

FIG. 11. Layer-resolved magnetic moments in Cu(10
Cu6 /Co6 /(Fe0.5Mn0.5)3 /Vac. The various constituents and th
concentration-averaged moment are marked explicitly. The top
corresponds to the parallel magnetic configuration, the lower pa
a particular antiparallel magnetic configuration.
05441
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the present theoretical investigations:~1! Figures 1–3 prove
that in all cases investigated, the ground state
Cu(100)/Co6 /(Fe0.5Mn0.5) is a ferromagnetic one with an
in-plane orientation of the magnetization, see the discuss
with respect to Figs. 14 and 15;~2! Beyond 3 ML of
Fe0.5Mn0.5, the layer- and concentration-averaged~ferromag-
netic! moment, see Fig. 13, is indeed small and nearly in
pendent of the overlayer thickness;~3! A thickness of 10 ML
of Fe0.5Mn0.5 turns out to be a kind of singular thicknes
beyond which simpler antiparallel configurations seem to
ply; ~4! The observed critical temperature for antiferroma
netic ordering no longer is a big surprise, since all energ
cally low-lying antiparallel configurations correspond
energy differences of below 10 meV~with respect to the
parallel reference configuration!. Since 150 K correspond to
about 14 meV, at room temperature all low-lying antiparal
magnetic configurations can be reached;~6! Even the rather
broad hysteresis loops in the MOKE measurements do h
some nondynamical origins. Viewing the applied field as

/

rt
to

FIG. 12. Layer-resolved magnetic moments in Cu(100
Cu6 /Co6 /(Fe0.5Mn0.5)4 /Vac. The various constituents and th
concentration-averaged moment are marked explicitly. The top
corresponds to the parallel magnetic configuration, the lower pa
a particular antiparallel magnetic configuration.
8-7
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L. SZUNYOGH et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 054418 ~2003!
continuous energy by increasing~or decreasing! this energy,
quite a few antiparallel magnetic configurations of comp
rable energy have to be formed until switching is observ
However, it needs to be evaluated theoretically9–11 which
parts of this system contribute most to the observed MO
data.

FIG. 13. Layer- and concentration-averaged magnetic mom
^M & , in Cu(100)/Cu6 /Co6 /(Fe0.5Mn0.5)n /Vac versusn, the num-
ber of (Fe0.5Mn0.5) layers. Squares correspond to the parallel c
figuration Co:@u#/(FeMn):n@u#, circles to the configuration
Co:@u#/(FeMn):@u#@d#@u#@d#••• .

FIG. 14. Band energy part of the magnetic anisotropy energ
Cu(100)/Cu6 /Co6 /(Fe0.5Mn0.5)n /Vac versus n, the number of
(Fe0.5Mn0.5) layers.
05441
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V. CONCLUSION

Both the experimental investigations and the theoret
calculations show that the system Cu(100)/Com /
(FexMn12x)n is indeed very interesting and well suited to b
used in terms of spin valves of the type Cu(100)/Cop /
Cus /Com /(FexMn12x)n /cap with s falling in the regime of
antiferromagnetic coupling with respect to the Cu spa
thickness. Such a system provides at room temperatur
‘‘antiferromagnetic’’ part, namely, the (FexMn12x)n slab that
not only pins the orientation of the magnetization in t
neighboring Co layer, but at the same time acts as a
ferromagnet. Similar systems with permalloy (Ni80Fe20) re-
placing the Co slabs14 or using both Co and permally slabs15

showed a giant magnetoresistance of about 2–5 %, dep
ing on the applied preparation techniques.

In using Cu as cap might open up the possibility to op
ate such a spin valve also in the current perpendicular to
planes of atoms geometry, since it can be expected that
has to deal with metal like behavior only, i.e., one has
handle only rather small resistivities and thus can circumv
one of the disadvantages of using, for example, oxidic a
ferromagnetic parts~large resistances!. Further theoretical in-
vestigations along this line12,13 are presently carried out.

It was shown in this paper that the theoretical calculatio
not only fit very well the available experimental evidenc
but also provide a theoretical description that does not r
on classical spin models. Clearly enough, the description
plied is based entirely on collinear magnetic configuratio
a possible occurrence of noncollinearity has yet to be ta
into account.
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FIG. 15. Layer-resolved band energy part of the magne
anisotropy energy in Cu(100)/Cu6 /Co6 /(Fe0.5Mn0.5)12/Vac.
Shown are the Co- and the concentration-averaged (Fe0.5Mn0.5)
contributions.
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